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In November 1911, an ad ran in the journal of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), The Crisis, urging readers to 
order subscriptions for friends and promising to send Christmas cards with an 
illustration of “one of THE CRISIS girls.” Adorning the ad was the portrait of a 
light-skinned young woman gazing dreamily outward, her waving hair loosely 
pulled back to highlight her romantic image. “You know the one—with wistful 
face and the shadow of songs in her eyes,” the advertisement promised. This 
was not the first time John Henry Adams’s drawing of a brown-skinned beauty 
was published in The Crisis. First seen as a classic cover girl in August 1911, 
her image later appeared on the holiday gift cards, as a print for framing, and, by 
1913, as a “Crisis Maid” selling face powder in the back pages of the journal.1 
Adams’s illustration was joined by dozens of other photographic and illustrated 
images of young “Crisis Maids,” presented on the cover of the journal as many 
as eight or ten times each year throughout the early twentieth century. (Figure 
1) Indeed, the Crisis Maid quickly emerged as the NAACP’s central metaphor 
of both African American womanhood and black racial destiny, a compelling 
figure through which to imagine the possibilities of race reform in America. 
This essay explores the influence and impact of female iconography within 
The Crisis in the 1910s and 1920s, critical years associated traditionally with 
the leadership of editor W. E. B. Du Bois and the growth of the NAACP.2 Sold 
by subscription to the predominantly African American membership base of 
the NAACP, the journal was also sent to philanthropists, members of Congress, 
influential civic leaders, and public libraries to combat popular stereotypes, 
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encourage interracial engagement, and reimagine black equality in America.3 
“Human contact, human acquaintanceship, human sympathy is the great solvent 
of human problems,” announced Du Bois in his inaugural 1910 editorial in The 
Crisis. Posed often in profile, the serene Crisis Maid invited readers to explore 
her youthful but genteel image.4 As the NAACP sought to claim public influence 
on what the mainstream press referred to as the “Negro problem,” the Crisis 
Maid served as an eye-catching “ambassador” on behalf of the organization and 
as symbol of black modernity. 
In the era of the New Woman, this female imagery both sought to attract 
readers to the cause of race reform and reflected a critical anxiety about the role 
of African American women in the campaign for black civil rights. Scholars such 
as Daylanne K. English, Amy Helene Kirschke, and Anne Stavney have demon-
strated how Du Bois repeatedly framed African American men as individualized 
leaders, seeking to document a generation of “real” men ready to claim manhood 
rights of voting and civic participation. In contrast, the Crisis Maid represented 
a more fluid iconographic symbol of respectability and “fitness.”5 She could 
alternately represent a symbol of “progress” in her middle-class presentation, a 
cultural fantasy about “authentic” African American beauty in modern America, 
and a welcoming figure to draw readers into the journal (and the NAACP).6
This essay builds upon existing scholarship to argue that the female imagery 
of The Crisis also served as a catalyst for women’s engagement in the NAACP, 
allowing African American women to insert themselves into both visons of black 
modernity and NAACP branch-level politics in these formative years. I explore 
several types of female imagery within the magazine, including the Crisis Maid 
as she appeared on the cover; the magazine’s sponsorship and coverage of baby 
contests and beauty pageants; and literary elements of The Crisis that resonated 
with its visual components. As other scholars have noted, much of this imagery 
celebrated African American family life and, more specifically, women’s familial 
roles and duties. Yet as art historian Marina Warner reminds us, “a symbolized 
female presence both gives and takes value and meaning in relation to actual 
women.”7 In fact, African American women responded to the illustrations and 
photographs of The Crisis creatively, developing local NAACP activist traditions 
that meshed with popular interest in such imagery while highlighting the visibility 
of women in the organization. It is important to connect these real patterns of 
female activism in the NAACP to the visual and literary culture of the pioneering 
journal so that we can better understand both the growth of the organization in 
these years and emerging visions of the New Negro women’s self-expression. 
The Visual Politics of Respectability
Illustrations and photographic imagery played a central role in African 
American print culture during the era of disfranchisement and segregation. In 
response to racialized stereotypes in mainstream media and popular culture, 
African American social activists insisted that their own visible respectability 
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Figure 1: John Henry Adams, Front Cover, The Crisis 3, no. 5 (March 1912), 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Manuscripts, Archives and 
Rare Books Division, From the New York Public Library.
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provided evidence of black racial “progress” and modernity. Uplift-oriented 
books like Booker T. Washington’s A New Negro for a New Century (1900) and 
journals such as The Colored American (1900–1907) and Voice of the Negro 
(1904–1907) published photographs of prominent “race men” and “race women,” 
with Washington’s text inviting readers to visually explore “a most pleasing 
gallery of intelligent and progressive men, and strong, intellectual and charm-
ing women.”8 Images of black teachers, club women, business men, and other 
community leaders went beyond simply offering evidence of black achievement. 
They also promoted a vision of African American life as essentially urban and 
middle class, with the photograph itself serving as a register for class status.9 
African American women participated in the politics of visual imagery in 
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century black print culture, asserting that 
their appearances provided evidence of their respectability as well as the mo-
mentum of their clubs and social reform networks, especially through the well-
known club network of the National Association of Colored Women (NACW). 
Repeated portraits in the black press of mature, genteel “race women” wearing 
lace-trimmed shirtwaists and sweeping skirts underscored their role in public 
service and reinforced the importance of bourgeois presentation. The politics of 
self-presentation emerged as a regular point of concern within African American 
women’s reform circles as they carefully negotiated the tightrope of consumer 
culture, seeking to avoid the lure of “Dame Fashion” while presenting themselves 
within bourgeois Victorian standards. In 1899, for example, Alice L. White 
advised her fellow club women to choose clothing that was “exquisitely neat, 
becoming, in fashion enough so as to not attract attention,” arguing that proper 
attire would bring women greater appreciation from the mainstream public and 
from black men.10
W. E. B. Du Bois built upon these visual and cultural politics when he be-
gan publishing The Crisis in 1910, stocking each issue with reports on national 
NAACP campaigns and branch activities, as well as black literary and artistic 
expressions and advertisements for products or services aimed largely at black 
consumers. In his work as editor, Du Bois was significantly influenced by both 
the rise of photography as a tool of social reform and the new popularity of the 
illustrated magazine, arising from the development of a national consumer culture 
in the early twentieth century.11 Just like mainstream magazines such as Ladies 
Home Journal or The Saturday Evening Post, The Crisis depended heavily on 
visual imagery to attract readers’ interest in particular subjects, often mediating 
social tensions about African American life through both representation and ex-
clusion. The selective visual culture of the pioneering civil rights journal avoided 
ugly Jim Crow imagery seen in other newspapers and magazines of the era and 
instead sought to provide evidence of African American respectability and civil 
rights readiness. Du Bois even encouraged more African Americans to become 
professional photographers in 1923, noting his frustration with images produced 
by white photographers. Those interested in the field, he promised, would find 
“good incomes are possible and excellent social service.”12
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Throughout the early twentieth century, photography and illustrations in The 
Crisis participated in larger negotiations over gender, race, and “rights” within 
early NAACP rhetoric. Like many other African American public leaders of the 
day, Du Bois frequently invoked the language of “manhood rights” both in refer-
ence to specific civic privileges denied to black men such as voting rights, but 
also to signify broader black male political preparation and readiness. Visual and 
textual images of masculine power drove these messages home in the pages of 
The Crisis, most explicitly embedded in a column that ran from 1911 until 1921 
entitled “Men of the Month.”13 Photographs of male branch leaders emphasized 
the NAACP’s growing network of branches and linked the rhetoric of manhood 
rights with additional images of African American male church, business, and 
community representatives from around the nation.14 At the same time, African 
American women’s prominence in social reform activities, especially through the 
well-known club network of the NACW, and their regular presence as contributors 
to The Crisis sometimes challenged dominant rhetorical themes of masculine 
leadership. Perhaps most illustrative of this tension was the frequent appearance 
of African American women in the “Men of the Month” column, including one 
1915 column where all of the “Men of the Month” were black women.15 By 
1921, the column was incorporated into the more universal “Horizon” feature, 
devoted to celebrating local forms of reform activism. 
This is not to suggest that masculine-gendered political language disappeared 
from The Crisis after 1921, but rather to argue that the changes in this column 
reflected the tricky and sometimes competing strains of gendered leadership 
discourses within African American civil rights activism. Indeed, the language 
of “manhood rights” proved remarkably persistent within black protest, surviving 
well beyond the initial association with specific male political rights of suffrage 
to serve fluidly as both a generalized articulation of black pride as well as an 
insistence upon black men’s active leadership and responsibility. 
The Crisis sought to alleviate some of the gendered tensions over the race 
woman’s leadership and public status by offering up the Crisis Maid cover girl 
as a parallel image of African American womanhood. Unlike the Victorian race 
woman, she did not have a personal history of activism or political allegiance, 
so she operated as an iconographic symbol of unity, desire, and racial destiny. 
Her appearance as a “girl” or a “maid” also served as an optimistic counterpoint 
to more disturbing textual accounts of lynching and Jim Crow oppression car-
ried in the pages of the journal. During winter months, she often appeared as 
a romantic Madonna figure cradling an infant. In the spring and summer, her 
delicate attire and fashionable dress echoed the youthful appeal of mainstream 
cover girls of the day.16
Du Bois’s repeated use of Crisis Maid imagery may well have reflected 
his efforts to contain or limit established traditions of black female politics, 
but the prevalence of female imagery also allowed readers to engage with the 
New Negro woman in more flexible terms. The Crisis Maid’s repetition on the 
cover of the journal established her presence as a subject within the larger civil 
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rights struggles of the era. Regular special issues of The Crisis reinforced this 
messaging by connecting the idealized cover girl to the social experiences of 
young African American women. For example, Du Bois published an “Educa-
tion number” each July to promote the growth of learning and “social progress” 
among African Americans. In these issues, the Crisis Maid often appeared on the 
cover as a spirited co-ed or proud graduate in cap and gown. (Figure 2) Within 
the pages, real New Negro women appeared as identified representatives of the 
Talented Tenth generation that Du Bois celebrated.17 
Other popular forums in The Crisis opened up creative space for local fe-
male civil rights engagement and activism within the NAACP itself. One such 
tradition was the annual “Children’s Issue” appearing in October, which carried 
a variety of commentary on black childhood as well as fictional essays or poetry 
written for children. A central feature of this regular issue was the publication 
of African American baby pictures, sent in by families across the nation. This 
content sought to educate future generations of civil rights participants while 
also visually symbolizing the health and vitality of black children. As Du Bois 
explained in a 1917 call to parents to submit family photographs, “the October 
Crisis will be Children’s Number. As always, we want pictures of interesting 
babies. We do not want merely pretty babies or babies all dressed up, but we want 
real, living, moving children.”18 Nude infants on bearskin rugs, little girls hold-
ing a favorite toy, and toddlers in sailor suits bordering regular reports on racial 
oppression in the United States challenged readers to put a sympathetic face on 
discrimination. In 1916, white social reformer John Lovejoy Elliot wrote to the 
journal to note, “I have been completely captured by the last number of the Crisis 
dedicated to babies and children. I do not see how anyone can resist the appeal of 
these little people.”19 Du Bois himself emphasized the symbolic nature of these 
images, writing “these are not individual children, they belong to no persons or 
families; they belong to a great people and in their hands is that people’s future.” 
But African American readers often responded in more specific terms, expressing 
parental pride and interest in their children joining the NAACP.20
Although publishing African American baby pictures was not unique to The 
Crisis, the Children’s Issue quickly emerged as a public favorite of readers, and 
children’s images soon began to also appear on Christmas cards and calendars 
produced by the journal, in NAACP advertisements, and on the covers of the 
NAACP’s Annual Reports. To NAACP activists and allies, these baby pictures 
literally represented the promise of a generation of New Negroes.21 As Du Bois 
explained in a 1914 editorial, “the whole argument of Negro haters has long said 
that health and physique among colored people was not a matter of nourishment 
and surroundings but of inescapable hereditary ills. A glance at our pages this 
month will certainly help show what errant nonsense this thesis is.”22 A year later, 
an unidentified reader from Chicago similarly celebrated these baby pictures 
as symbols of African American fitness writing, “Of course, we hope that our 
children are the finest that appear in THE CRISIS and, therefore, proud for the 
world to see them for they are as fine as they look.”23 
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Figure 2:  Front Cover, The Crisis 28, no. 3 (July 1924).
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African American mothers and fathers eagerly submitted photographs of 
their children to the journal out of both personal pride and to counter expanding 
visions of white “racial fitness” embedded within the mainstream “Better Baby” 
contests sweeping the nation during the early twentieth century. Promoted by the 
U.S. Children’s Bureau and women’s magazines, these contests quickly became a 
popular staple of county fairs and community health drives. Better Baby contests 
measured, weighed, and examined babies in order to assess their physical and 
mental promise for citizenship, while “Fitter Family” contests similarly assessed 
family physical health and genealogy. Du Bois boasted in a 1915 “Men of the 
Month” column that little Elizabeth Neill won a prize in a Washington, D.C. 
baby contest, noting, “The daily press of the city in reporting the outcome of the 
contest took pains to say that Elizabeth was the ‘best colored baby’ but the fact is 
there was only one contest, one standard by which all the babies were judged, and 
one set of judges.”24 Better Baby contests typically excluded African American 
families or sought to prioritize white racial heritage in the family questionnaires 
provided to parents of contest members, so most African Americans sought out 
alternatives to mainstream baby contests.25 
The “Contest Idea”: Crisis Imagery and NAACP Activism
The familial context of baby pictures encouraged an overlap between the 
visual culture of The Crisis and branch-level NAACP activism. By the 1920s, 
popular interest in the Children’s Issue became a critical new tool for raising 
money for the NAACP with the emergence of branch-level baby contests. New 
black leadership in the national headquarters facilitated this development. Al-
though the exact origins of these contests are unclear, Field Secretary William 
Pickens credited the Dayton, Ohio branch for the “contest idea” in organizing a 
fundraising event in 1923, while acknowledging that rapid spread of baby contests 
throughout the branches was the result of the publication of photographs of the 
winning babies in both The Crisis and the Chicago Defender.26 By the next year, 
Pickens requested that Secretary James Weldon Johnson purchase regular space 
in The Crisis to publish photographs of contest winners, arguing, “I do not know 
of anything that might pay the Association better dividends than the devotion 
of a half page or so to this baby picture business exclusively in every month.”27 
NAACP baby contests provided a vehicle for African American women 
to mobilize public interest in the organization, directly connecting familial and 
community-based roles with civil rights work. For example, Mrs. M. C. Allen of 
Lynchburg, Virginia, sent two family baby pictures to Du Bois in 1924, asking 
the editor to publish them in The Crisis. William Pickens wrote back to Allen to 
encourage her to organize a local baby contest, providing her detailed information 
on how to organize the event.28 These connections allowed women to gain more 
individualized experiences of organizational recruitment, fundraising, and social 
networking within the NAACP. This was because, in contrast to the mainstream 
baby contests, NAACP baby contests did not judge the measurements or physical 
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appearance of the babies themselves. Instead, mothers entered their children in 
the contests and then circulated throughout their neighborhoods, asking friends 
and family members to donate to the NAACP on behalf of their child. Marking 
down each contribution in a booklet provided to contestants, families gathered 
on a final night when prizes were awarded to the babies based on the amount 
of money their mothers had raised for the organization. Once the cost of the 
contest had been covered, all remaining funds were sent directly to the national 
headquarters in New York, credited towards each branch’s annual apportionment 
quota, and the winning children’s photographs sent for publication in The Crisis.29 
If the ultimate reward was the appearance of their children’s pictures in the civil 
rights journal, African American women developed both organizing skills and 
increasing recognition as grassroots activists in NAACP chapters. Mrs. C. J. Jones 
of Buffalo, New York reminded Robert W. Bagnall, Director of Branches, of their 
long relationship in January 1929, noting, “I am the same officer who invited you 
to come and assist the Buffalo Branch with the Baby Contests, thereby placing 
our local branch on the map again at the National Office.”30
The success of baby contests supported the rise of NAACP women’s auxil-
iaries, which harnessed women’s associational networks and often circumvented 
gendered leadership conflicts within branches. Reflecting the success of such 
fundraising activities, William Pickens wrote to Elizabeth Diggs of Waycross, 
Georgia in 1925 to explain that “the committee should consist entirely of women, 
but the men should do whatever the ladies want them to do towards achiev-
ing success.”31 Similarly, male officials from the Gary, West Virginia branch 
recommended their secretary and auxiliary leader Memphis T. Garrison for the 
NAACP’s C. J. Walker award for branch activism in 1925, pointing to her suc-
cessful baby contest that brought in over $400 and her door-to-door subscription 
campaign with the slogan: “A Crisis in every home, every month.”32 Garrison 
did not win that year, but her efforts selling NAACP Christmas seals brought her 
the award for 1928. As Garrison’s efforts suggest, auxiliary work was linked to 
the cultural visions of female domestic activism but NAACP auxiliaries brought 
women recognition and support in both their local communities and within the 
national networks of the NAACP. 
The maternal connotations of baby contests also worked to open up possibili-
ties for NAACP activism in the South during the 1920s, where branch activism 
had been significantly reduced by racial violence during the World War I years. 
Because such contests were organized by women and typically held within black 
churches or schools, local whites may not have fully recognized the relation-
ship between baby contests and the NAACP. Southern readers of The Crisis 
sometimes wrote to the journal to ask how their children might be included in 
the baby contests and Pickens enthusiastically sent out NAACP pamphlets and 
provided instructions for carrying out local contests.33 
The popularity of baby contests expanded the visibility of women’s activ-
ism in both The Crisis and the NAACP during these years. Du Bois continued 
to publish idealized studio portraits of young women and babies as symbols of 
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the New Negro, but increasingly, family-provided baby pictures appeared as 
recognition of local contest success. Some of the photographs were captioned 
simply as “N. A. A. C. P. Prize Babies,” but as the contests developed, the pho-
tographs were increasingly identified by branch and later by name. Images of 
contest winners from branches as diverse as Chickasha, Oklahoma, Jersey City, 
New Jersey, Los Angeles, California, or Athens, Georgia bordered the journal’s 
standard editorial and literary content each month, helping establish the percep-
tion of the NAACP’s national network of branches and committed participants.34 
Such publicity encouraged women to identify their participation in baby contests 
as not just a matter of pride, but also as a direct form of challenging Jim Crow 
through their own engagement with both the civil rights vision of The Crisis 
and the NAACP. 
Just as with the experience of baby contests, readers’ interest in the visual 
culture of The Crisis flowed over from the journal into NAACP activism, where 
it was remade and reworked by NAACP women to suit their interests and values. 
Baby contests continued as a popular fundraising tool, but by the mid-1920s, 
women’s auxiliaries began to stage contests for teenagers and young adults, 
helping to recruit a new generation to civil rights activism. Invariably, contest 
participants were young women. Recognizing this interest, Branch Director 
William Pickens suggested that local contest organizers reward prize winners 
with a hope chest, presuming black women’s contest participation as part of their 
youthful preparation for marriage and family life. But, in fact, most branches 
attracted young women into NAACP popularity contests with either the promise 
of scholarships or the publication of the winner’s photograph in The Crisis.35 
The popularity contests that emerged in NAACP branch activism by the 
mid-1920s drew from expanded debates about the New Negro woman’s roles 
in these years. Just as with the idealized baby picture imagery, photographs of 
contest winners appeared frequently as “Sweethearts of the NAACP”: anonymous 
beauties for visual display.36 Photographs of beauty queens and popularity contest 
winners published in The Crisis often corroborated the Crisis Maid’s presentation 
of the beautiful New Negro woman as pale-skinned and bourgeois, but they also 
added to the iconography of womanhood circulating through the journal. And like 
baby contests, popularity contests allowed women to participate in the NAACP in 
more individualized and active ways. Candidates in popularity contests publicly 
advocated for contributions to the NAACP itself on their behalf, emphasizing 
the importance of recognition from The Crisis. A report from a “Miss Mobile” 
contest held by the Mobile, Alabama branch in 1928 suggests that significant 
social commitment to civil rights activism underlay such contests: 
Pictures of the three winners will appear in the Crisis Maga-
zine, the official organ of the N. A. A. C. P. Votes are now on 
sale 5 c. each, and we earnestly appeal to your race pride and 
good judgment by asking you to buy them. Don’t buy one 
or two just to get rid of the individual, but think of the cause 
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and buy a dollars worth or even five dollars worth if you can; 
and remember you are not merely helping a worthy young 
lady win a valuable prize, but you are helping her toward the 
possible acquisition of a scholarship. Every nickel you spend 
is that much contributed toward the greatest institution of its 
kind in America.37 
Contests like this one not only supported the NAACP by bringing in financial 
contributions, but they helped recruit and recognize young female NAACP par-
ticipants. When the Los Angeles woman’s auxiliary staged a “Miss California 
Popularity Contest” that same year, they presented the award to the winning 
contestant at the annual NAACP conference held in the city that year. In fact, 
when the top five “Miss California” contestants’ photographs were published in 
The Crisis, the captions listed their names and the amount of money they raised 
for the NAACP.38 (Figure 3)
Publishing the portraits of popularity contest winners from NAACP branches 
in places like California, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Virginia supported the orga-
nization’s claim to represent African Americans at large while also reinforcing 
positive images of attractive young New Negro women with modern bobbed hair 
styles and fashionable attire. Young female readers could identify their own im-
ages in this national struggle, creating a consistently wholesome but nevertheless 
modern image of the New Negro woman as a NAACP activist. By 1931, a beauty 
contest winner even appeared on the cover of The Crisis, a “real” Crisis Maid 
whose beauty served the NAACP in both ideological and organizational terms.39 
To be sure, baby contests and beauty pageants were part of a larger urban 
culture of black activism in the 1920s, and organizations including the United 
Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por-
ters, (BSCP) and the Urban League held similar fundraising events. Like women 
involved in these organizations, NAACP women created female auxiliary groups 
to promote these contests and encourage separate leadership opportunities. Yet 
the NAACP did not ritualize the role of the wife or the mother to the same extent 
as these other groups, instead emphasizing shared goals of civil rights. Popular-
ity contests emphasized membership recruitment, not the direct evaluation of 
young women’s self-presentation. The BSCP’s Messenger, for example, regularly 
celebrated African American female beauty through photographic displays and 
organized “Bobbed Hair” contests but BSCP rhetoric emphasized the New Negro 
woman’s support for male unionism. A 1923 editorial reminded readers, “upon her 
shoulders rests the big task to create and keep alive, in the breast of black men, a 
holy and consuming passion to break with the slave traditions of the past.”40 In 
contrast, when the young popularity contest winners attended NAACP confer-
ences, they did so as NAACP members and not solely as beauties on display. 
To be sure, tensions between male NAACP branch leaders and female aux-
iliary leaders often surfaced in communications with national leaders, but the 
response of national leaders also demonstrated the value of women’s work within 
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Figure 3: “The N. A. A. C. P. Battlefront,” The Crisis 35 (November 1928): 
369.
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the larger organization. Addie Hunton, long an NACW activist and NAACP 
recruiter, reported her efforts to “express the appreciation of the National Of-
fice” to female members of the St. Louis, Missouri branch in 1924 after male 
officials interfered in a membership drive. Similarly, Branch Director Robert 
W. Bagnall praised the work of Mrs. Elizabeth Lytle after criticism from Gary, 
Indiana’s male branch leaders in 1927. In a letter to Lytle, Bagnall assured her 
that “everywhere the Woman’s Auxiliary is a help to the branch, and often puts 
to shame the activity of other units within the branch.”41 In these examples of 
direct correspondence with national leaders, NAACP women regularly expressed 
pride in their organizing abilities, critiqued local male leaders, or sought to claim 
recognition in The Crisis.42 Thus while African American women largely worked 
within female networks at the branch level, they saw their civil rights work as a 
critical component of a larger mixed-sex political culture. 
Crisis Maids in Print
 Frequent fiction, poetry, and essays featuring young female heroines created 
a social context for the visual iconography of the Crisis Maid and linked her 
to the cultural sphere of the NAACP as well. In large part, this was due to the 
work of Jessie Fauset, the literary editor of the journal from 1919 to 1926. The 
Urban League’s Opportunity and the Messenger, published by labor activists A. 
Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen, also supported the development of Afri-
can American literary arts during the 1920s, but The Crisis maintained a higher 
circulation rate than these two journals and proved particularly open to women’s 
creative work during the Harlem Renaissance years.43 Fauset herself published 
numerous stories and poems in The Crisis featuring young women protagonists 
as well as travelogues exploring exotic or adventurous locations—from the “true 
West” to “Dark Algiers.” These reports centered on female exploration, just as 
fictional expressions also encouraged readers to imagine “life along the color 
line” through women’s eyes.44 Marita Bonner’s prize-winning 1925 Crisis essay, 
“On Being Young—A Woman—And Colored,” articulated the difficulties of a 
generation of young African American women who found the gendered expecta-
tions of middle class respectability confining:
Strange longing seizes hold of you. You wish yourself back 
where you can lay your dollar down and sit in a dollar seat to 
hear voices, strings, reeds that have lifted the World out, up, 
beyond things that have bodies and walls….You hear that up 
at New York this is to be seen; that, to be heard. You decide 
the next train will take you there. You decide the next second 
that that train will not take you, nor the next—nor the next for 
some time to come. For you know that—being a woman—you 
cannot twice a month or twice a year, for that matter, break 
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away to see or hear anything in a city that is supposed to see 
and hear too much. 45 
Works like Bonner’s and those of many other female writers and artists linked 
the New Negro woman with specific contemporary struggles with racism and 
ultimately, the cultural sphere of the NAACP. 
Fictional essays published by African American women writers in The Crisis 
further reinforced the significance of the New Negro woman in African Ameri-
can political struggles by identifying women’s interests in beauty, fashion, and 
consumer culture as critical grounds for shaping women’s political consciousness 
as well as protest strategies. Ola Calhoun Morehead portrayed women’s experi-
ences of Jim Crow in a 1925 story, “The Bewitched Sword.” A young African 
American woman happily spends an afternoon shopping for a new spring hat 
that she has been saving for. On her bus ride home, Mary encounters a white 
woman who calls her a racial epithet, spoiling her joy over her purchase.46 For 
Morehead, individualized consumption and self-fashioning through clothing or 
adornment did not resolve racial inequalities. Instead, racial inequality forced 
young women to come to terms with Jim Crow’s ability to restrict their personal 
desires for joy and beauty. Similarly, in Ethel Clark’s 1927 short story, “Houses of 
Glass,” a stylish teenage girl, Honey, suddenly learns that she is African American 
after her mother (who was passing as white) dies. Honey initially panics over 
this seeming downward shift in her fortunes but eventually comes to terms with 
her new family and her new sense of identity: “To all outward appearances she 
was the same. But the inner self! Funny how just thinking a thing could change 
one so! Maybe that was all that really made things different anyway.”47 By the 
conclusion of Clark’s story, Honey, initially described as beautiful but lonely, 
proudly acknowledges that she finally “belonged.” However sentimental many 
of these stories were, they offered a way for African American female readers 
to identify links between consumer culture, new urban experiences, and race 
reform activism. In contrast to older models of racial uplift which stressed dis-
cipline and modesty, these stories did not demand young women deny individual 
pleasures, but rather identified alternate means of responsible consumption and 
self-expression.
In May 1929, The Crisis celebrated the twentieth anniversary of the NAACP, 
publishing on its cover an Aaron Douglas illustration initially produced for a 
New York women’s auxiliary benefit program.48 (Figure 4) The subject of this 
image was the New Negro woman, a stylized woman of clearly African origin 
simultaneously presented as a beautiful modern woman, complete with bobbed 
hair and earrings and set in urban landscape. As New York auxiliary chairwoman 
Inez Richardson Wilson proudly wrote in a letter to Douglas, this figure con-
nected “the progress of Negro womanhood along with the growth of the N. A. 
A. C. P.”49 Indeed, with her image centered between the anniversary dates of the 
NAACP emblazoned at the top of the image, this Crisis Maid literally embodied 
the NAACP. 
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Figure 4:  Aaron Douglas, Front Cover, The Crisis 36 (May 1929)
“Pretty Girl” Pictures and the Shifting Gender Politics
of the NAACP 
In 1928, a white reader wrote into The Crisis to complain that the visual and 
literary content of the journal was too “high brow” and did not appeal to most 
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working-class African Americans. Another reader quickly responded to praise 
the journal’s content, concluding, “yours for more culture, more poetry and oil-
wells, pretty girls and bankers.”50 This debate reflected growing public critiques 
of The Crisis and the NAACP as vehicles of the Talented Tenth, which were often 
centered around the contested image of the New Negro woman. Women have 
long served as a symbol of excess or materialism, providing a site for expressing 
anxieties over consumer culture.51 In the 1920s, the focus on the energetic and 
modern New Negro woman in the pages of The Crisis and in NAACP auxiliary 
activities gave women a chance to shine as local leaders and as “celebrities” in 
The Crisis, but it also reinforced older traditions of equating middle-class growth 
with racial progress and respectability. Within early twentieth-century African 
American urban culture, middle-class female reformers such as NAACP auxil-
iary women became targets of this critique. Du Bois himself provided one of the 
sharpest condemnations of the race woman in his 1928 novel, Dark Princess. 
In a Crisis review, black sociologist Allison Davis enthusiastically lauded Dark 
Princess as an example of Du Bois’s courageous efforts to “believe in the Negro’s 
spirit and manhood.” But it was the character of Sarah Andrews, the bourgeois 
wife of Du Bois’s hero who drew the reviewer’s attention. “The class she typifies 
is killing its dignity and its vision by selfish comfort and detachment,” he wrote. 
“Their compromising and truckling to the white world of power, their exploiting 
of the common Negro, and more than all else, their lack of vision and confidence 
in their highest human abilities is degrading, is inner death.”52 
Such critiques exposed anxieties over women’s public influence in the 
NAACP as well as concerns about intra-racial class tensions.53 Crisis headlines 
such as “N. Y. Women’s Auxiliary Plans Swimming Party and Dance for Scotts-
boro Case,” or “‘Save the Crisis!’ National Bridge Tournament” exacerbated ten-
sions over African American class struggles and often linked NAACP women’s 
auxiliary membership with stereotypes of the status-seeking race woman during 
the expanding crisis of the Great Depression.54 In the context of an increasingly 
powerful masculine discourse of economic and labor reform, auxiliaries did not 
present the image of the NAACP as a proactive agent of real change. Although 
many auxiliaries continued to function well into the 1930s, they received less 
publicity in The Crisis in these years.55
Another Aaron Douglas illustration demonstrates the complex interchange 
between female iconography, women’s social activism in The Crisis, and the 
larger sphere of the NAACP. In January 1932, W. E. B. Du Bois celebrated 
Douglas’s completion of a new mural by publishing a full-page photograph of 
the artwork along with the artist’s description in The Crisis. At the center of the 
image, a black woman triumphantly holds up the broken chains of slavery. As 
Douglas explained, “I used Harriet Tubman to idealize a superior type of Negro 
womanhood. Her pioneer work for the freedom and education of our people is 
too well known to recount here.” Off to the side is a small male character in an 
urban setting, “the dreamer, who looks out toward higher and nobler vistas, the 
modern city, for his race.”56 These figures drew upon the common symbolic rep-
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resentations of womanhood as a historical figure of unity and modern masculine 
intellectual development. The sizing complicated Douglas’s message of African 
American progress as a transition from female activism to male creativity and 
leadership. Douglas used powerful masculine rhetoric in describing the dreamer’s 
symbolism of racial progress but the central visual figure of the mural is the much 
larger image of Harriet Tubman. Placed on the campus of Bennett College for 
Women in North Carolina, Douglas’s mural may well have been interpreted as a 
celebration of the African American women’s important role in racial struggles, 
inviting young New Negro women to identify with Tubman.  
This image of Tubman also highlights another critical shift in the visual 
iconography of The Crisis. During the 1930s, the illustrated Crisis Maid became 
less prominent on the cover of the journal, gradually replaced by images of 
specific African American public leaders, most notably, men.57 At a time when 
the NAACP itself was debating leadership strategy and goals and as the nation 
struggled with the Great Depression, the shift towards celebrating specific male 
leaders reflected a revitalized discourse of masculinity within the organization.
The celebration of the Harriet Tubman mural in The Crisis provided a comple-
mentary model of powerful female resistance, albeit historical in nature. Rather 
than just a “pretty girl picture,” this image represented a more commanding form 
of female activism and suggested the potential power of the “black masses” to 
engage in social justice efforts. 
Still, the Crisis Maid was not erased from the visual culture of civil rights 
activism. Cover girl figures continued to appear as symbols of pleasure and 
beauty in The Crisis throughout the twentieth century, demonstrating tensions 
over African American class values and bodily presentation. The Crisis Maid’s 
legacy was particularly apparent through a genre of female “celebrity” images 
published on the cover during the 1930s. These black actresses and prominent 
female activists represented “real” New Negro women, but now they were women 
with a professional grounding in public culture.58 Unlike the earlier idealized 
representations of the Crisis Maid, these photographic images often identified 
their subjects on the cover of the journal, acknowledging their achievements or 
status as public personalities. For example, in September 1935, Juanita Jackson 
graced the cover of The Crisis. (Figure 5) Her portrait resembled many of the 
“pretty girl” covers of past years but also carried the caption, “Leader of Young 
People Joins the N. A. A. C.P. Staff” and directed the reader to a story about 
Jackson’s recent appointment as Youth Branch director.59 
Gendered tensions over leadership continued to exist within the NAACP, 
but these developments in the visual culture of The Crisis demonstrated the ways 
that women’s early response to the civil rights journal helped build a branch 
culture of activism and supported new forms of female leadership within the 
organization. Traditionally, the NAACP’s influence has been measured by male 
leadership changes (as in the case of a shift from white Progressives to black 
New Negro professionals by the 1920s) or legal victories over Jim Crow.60 In 
fact, if we look at the growth of the female auxiliaries and youth branches in the 
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Figure 5:  Front Cover, The Crisis 42 (September 1935)
1920s, we can identify the sources of fundraising and grassroots activism that 
propelled such change at the national level of the NAACP. These developments 
were nurtured by the diverse literary, visual, and political content published in 
The Crisis, revealing it to be a more fluid and dynamic cultural forum than has 
been previously acknowledged. Ultimately, the iconography of the Crisis Maids 
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illustrates the subtle but pervasive influence of women’s leadership and activities 
within the NAACP, which functioned outside of male-dominated hierarchies but 
were still vital to the organization and its contributions to the early civil rights 
movement. 
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